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Abstract
We investigated spatial configuration of econornic returns, to enhance rnodels of forest fragmentation for western Oregon and
western W:rshingron. Drawing from spatial land rent theory, econornic dl-ivers of forest fragmentation at the landscape level
include lantf quality coliiprised of attributes such as soil fertility or the .!iist:tnce of urban plots to amenities. We inclrlded the
spatial corifigriration of land ciuality as independent variables in regressions tor western Oregon. Results indicate that land
quality fragmentation is a significant determinant of forest fragmentation. This trolds both for a model using s forest
fragmentation index composed of three fragrnentation metrics. and separate models for each component or rnetric: percent
non-forest, percent edge, anif interspersion. Including land quality fragr-rrcntntion a:, an explanatory \miable increases the fit of
the regressions by more when the ciepenifent variable represents spatial pattern (e.g., percent edge) rather than aggregate land use
(e.g., percent non-forest). Vrtriablcs capturing the spatial configuration of soil quality improve the f i t of all specifications and
have some effect in terms of bias of other parameter estimates. Improved understanding of key determinants will aid in designing
land conservation policies that provide a mechanism for aligning private incentises with broader public goals.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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I,nncl-use conversion is a pi-lrnzrl, deterrr~irinntof
ern imnrnerttal change in terrestl-ral ecos>sterns PI-oject ~ o r t sare for more than 50 mr111on &Icresof t i . S forest to
be con\ ci tect to dex elopeci tl\e\ i e g . p:lr hlng lot>)oier-

the next 50 years (AIig et al., ZOM; AIig and Pfantinga,
20041, as the population grows by more than 120
miilion people. Land use change can lead to forest
fragmentation-the transformation of a contiguous
patch of forest into disjunct parches. Forest fragmen tation is widely considered to be a primary threat to
terrestriaI biodiversity (Armsworth et af., 2W4), and a
recent CIS analysis of the fragmentation of continental
U.S . forests indicates that frag~nentationis so pervasive
that edge effects potentially influence ecofogical
processes on most forested lands (Ritters et al.,
2002). Although the ecological effects of forest
fragmentation have received substantial attention, an
understanding of the economic drivers of fragmentation
is less developed.
Fragmentation concerns are now being reflected in
the design of conservation policies in the most recent
U.S. Fann Bill. For exan-tple, reducing forest
fragmentation is a primary goal in the Wildlife
Habitat Incentives Program (?%H
' IP)
as administered
by several states. Likewise, n ~ a n ywildlife conservation plans adopted by non-govemmental agencies
such as Partners-In-Flight have explicit goals related
to the reduction of forest fragmentation. However, the
efficient design of land-use policies to address forest
fragmentation must account for the economic drivers
that cause fragmentation.
A recent paper published in this journal quantifies
the effects that various sucio-economic drivers have
on forest fragmentation at the census tract level in the
Pacific Northwest (Butler et al., 2004). Three separate
fragmentation rnetrics used in ecological studies were
investigated in Butler et al.: percent of the landscape
in non-forest uses, percent of the landscape as edge
forest, and an interspersion index. The socioeconomic drivers included various proxies for
aggregate returns to various land uses, such as
population density, income, and percentage of the
landscape as agriculture. Fragmentation was regressed
on the socio-econornic drivers by first combining the
three metrics into one metric. Second, the three
rnetrics were used in three separate regressions on the
socio-economic drivers. The rnodel fit was significantly higher when the dependent variable was an
aggregate land use measure (e.g., percentage of the
landscape in non-forest) rather than a measure of the
spatial configuration of land use (e.g., percent edge,
interspersion). If economic returns are heterogeneous

~tittlina landscape, then the spatial configuration of
retrlrns to land will drive the spatial configuration of
land use (\.Iru and Plantinga, 2002). Hoavever, the
independent variables in Butler et al. (2004) are
proxies for aggregate land use returns rather than
proxies for the spatial configuratiotl of returns.
Therefore, not including a variable measuring the
spatial configuration of returns may represent an
omitted variable bias and be a potential explanation
for the reduced fit of the model when explaining
spatial land use measures rather than aggregate land
use measures.
The purpose of this paper is to augment ecological
investigations with economic theory to further our
understandirlg of drivers of forest fragmentation at the
landscape level, and to then test it empirical fy in western
Oregon. Although variables representing the spatial
configuration of returns to land within regions are
typically not available, we can exploit spatial infonnation regarding land quality as a proxy. In theory, land
qilality is a general term that represents parcel-specific
attributes affecting the economic returns to various uses
of that parcel. For example, land quality can include
attdbutes such as soil fertility o r the distance of urban
pIots to amenities. Econometric analysis on aggregate
lard use has shown that the amount of forestland in a
region is a function of the arnortnt of land with low soil
quali ty' (Plantinga, 1996; Lubowski, 2 0 2 ) . We ex tend
the Butler et al. approach by testing economic theories
that together provide a means for investigating the
spatial relationships involving forest fragmen tation on
the landscape. For example, we test the configuration of
land quality as a determinant of forest fragrnentation in
western Oregon. We use GIS information on soil quality
and calcutate the spatial configuration of low quality
land with fragmentation indices, and examine the effects
on model fit when the dependent variable represents the
spatial pattern of land rise rather than aggregate land use.

2. The theory of the spatial configuration of
land use
The usual starting point for considering land use
allocation is Ricardo's and yon Thunen's land rent

'

So11 q u a l ~ t yI S commonly quantifieci utth the land capability
clays index (LCG)

that land rise is allctcatecl to max~mizethe prebent t a l i ~ e
of the f-lort of rtzt iekeniic' 1c1riellt, ft-om a I:tnd parcel 1
of pz'tici11:at c j r ~ : r l ~ t y(1. 1,anci ctual~ty,t j . is an allzncompas\irt~tzr-in thlit can tnctr~ifemany factors that
ttortld inf-ltrencethe caluc of lanit in different uses. For
exantple. pt~rcelcthat are ftirtt.1er-from urban centers
ar-e genest~lly consider-itd to be of lower quality for
rrrban d e eloptnent
~
than parcels that are close to urbart
centers. Like\\ise, parcels t i t t h high soil fel-tility ancf
rnodei-ate slopes are generally considered to be more
suitable for 3grici1Itiiral pi-odu~tionthan parcels with
low soil fertility and steep slopes.
Suppose there are j = I , . . ., M possible uses of
Iand. Each use j has associated with it a net rnarket
returns function RJ, which is a fiinction of exogenous
market prices of prodiicts from iise j and exogenotls
land qiia11ty q. Ri has the follotving properties:

Thus, the amount of core forest ( C j on landscape L
t+ouldbe defined as follo\vs: C =
,
fitti,- 6,+ !. So,
b> definiilg the land qualit; range in which use k is the
ecor-lornicallj optimal use, at1 index that quantifies the
spatial co~lfigt~rationof such land quality should
correspond directly with the spatial configuration of
land in use k.
Given a set of exogenous market prices for each of
the j land uses ($1, the spatial configuration of land
quality L deternlines the spatial configuration of land
in use j, while the rnarket price ofp' relative to all other
prices will determine the aggregate amount of land in
use j. Therefore, we can define the spatial configuration S of use k on landscape L as a function of market
prices to each use j (p') and the spatial configuration of
land quality L:

x,,,

Equation (1) will serve as the theoretical basis for
specifying the empirical model of forest fragmentation
in section 3.

3. hlodel specification
Thir\, i f Ianci clii;tlity is Iiott~ogeneouswithin parcels.
then a protit-rnaxilni~irigiandotcner will allocate parcel i to use k i f K ' ( ~ ' . ~ >
, )R J ( p J , q , )V, j # k . Now,
suppose that R' i, p< q , ) > R J (p J ,q , ) , V j # k on land
parcels with Innif quality In the following range:
q iE [q'.ql'].'I'herefore, a11 land tvith qirality in this
range urll be ~~llocrrted
to use k.
Suppose that we are interested in the spatial
configuration of land in use k on a particular landscape.
Define a landscape as a one-dimensional collection of
spatially related land parcels (indexed i = 1, . . ., N),
each of which has a given level of land quality q,,
L = f ql, q?, . . ., qAi),where parcel 1 is adjacent to parcel
2, which is adjacent to parcel 3. and so on. Next, define
6, as an indicator ~ a l u ethat equals 1 if land quality
qt E [q/.qi'j and eqi~als0 otherwise. Thus, if relaticc
prices are constant BCI-oss
the landscape, each parcel i
% i l l be devoted to eithel-iise k (6,= 1 ) or sorne alternate
iise (8,= 0) and the spatial configi~rattonS of use k on
landscape L \ % i l l be defined as L: = ( 6 , .S Z , .. . , S,l}.
The spatla1 configuration of iise k coitld be quantifisif
L~itha fragmentation irtdeli. For example, suppose use k
indicates a t'orested use. aitd define a core forest parcel
as a forested parcel bordered on both sides by forest.

V?e build on the linear-regression model presented in
Butler et al. (2004) to quantify the relationship between
the spatial configuration of Iand quality and forest
fragrnentation. A forest fragrnentation index composed
of thl-ee fragmentatior~rnetrtcs is calctrlated for western
Ol-egon and regressed on a series of independent variables, following the theoretical specification presented
in ( 1 ) . The model is estimated both with and without a
vari;i ble measuring the spatial configuration of land
quality and separate models are nln for the composite
index and each of the components of the index.
Butler et al. (2004) use a composite forest
fragmentation index (ffi), consisting of three selected
measures: percentage non-forest cover (pnf), percentage edge (pe), and interspersion (in). All fra,omentation indices were calculated from the Oregon National
Land Cover Data (NLCD) map, produced by a
consortium of goven~merttat agencies from 1990
Thematic Mapper satellite imagery (jbgelmann et al.,
?001).' To efficicntl) combine the rnetrics into a
single unified index. all rnetrics Intist hake c;trnilar

' Ttre KLCD I S

3

rarter data ket u r t h 30m pixel\

ranges and similar relationships to fr-agmentatior~.
Thus, the metrics were calcrllatsct to range from zero
to one and defined strch that they were all positi\feIy
correlated with fragmentation.
For both the current study and Butler et al. (2003).
the index of percentage non-forest cover (pnf) is the
proportion of each census tract that is not in a forested
use. Percentage edge (pe) is the percentage of the
forested pixels in each county that is bordered on at
least one side by a human Iand use. Interspersion is a
measure of the number of dissimilar (i.e., human land
use) neighbors (using tile adjacent eight cells) to each
forested pixel, normalized to a percentage for each
census tract as a whoIe. The metrics are then combined
into one composite forest fragmentation index (ffi),
where each index is weighted equally:
ffi =

pnf -t- pe 4- in

3

For a more in-depth ciescrlption of the caIcrrIation of
each of the fragmentation indices, see Bittler et a].
(2004).
Building off our theoretical model of the deterrninants of the spatial configuration of land use, we define
a land quality variable that determines forestland anci
quantify its spatial configuration in a similar way to
the forest fragmentation indices above. LVe quantified
land quality with the widely used land capability class
index (LCC) that ranges from 1 (highest quality) to 8
(lowest quality) and is based on a ranking of twelve
different soil characteristics that are critical for crop
production. The overall LCC score consists of the
lowest ranking given to any of these tuelve soil
features. Several studies on the allocation of land to
forest and agriculture have shown that soil quality, as
quantified by the cvidely used Iand capability class
(LCC) measure, is a major determinant of land use to
these two major uses (Pla~ltinga,1996; E-fardie and
Parks, 1997). In addition, I,ubotvski (2002) found that
the probability of urban development on parcels with
low LCC ratings u as lower than on parcels with higher
LCC ratings. Thus, \ve define Ianci cluality throilgh the
LCC index.
Generally, an LCC r:lnking of 1 or 2 indicates fe\\
limitations for agriculture, ~hhile an LCC ranking
greater than 4 is not suitable for agriculture. LCC
rankings of 3 and 4 hake limitations to agricultur-eanci
upoulci be considerect m:trgrnai Pnrmland I-elative to

LCC rankirigs of 1 and 2. Likewise, LCC rankings of
5-8 are generally considered more suitable to forested
uses of land. Using the LCC rankings, we define low
land qrrality as land with an LCC greater than 3 and
high quality as land with an LCC of 3 or less.' Thus,
we cvould expect forest to be found on low quality land
and agriculture and urban uses to be found on high
quality land.4 ~urthennol-e,Equation (1) indicates that
the spatial configtiration of this low quality land
sllould be a strong deteminant of the spatial
configuration of forestland, Thus, we use CIS layers
describing LCC7sfor Western Oregon from the USDA
National Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) and
calculate fragmentation indices for 1oiv quality land.
As guided by theory, the same three ecological indices
from Butler et al. (2004) are calculated: percentage of
high quality land (phq), percentage of edge low quality
Innd (pelq), and an interspersion index for low quality
land (inlq). To match the NLCD data, the GIs soil
q~ialjty layers are converted from vector to raster
format with 30 rn pixels and each of the fragmentation
indices is calcillated identically to the forest fragmentation indices. Fragmentation indices are calculated using the software FragStats Version 3.3
(McGar-igal et al., 2002).
Equation (1) states that the spatial configuration of
land use is a function of the spatial configuration of
Iand q;ality and relative net returns from different uses
of land. Thus, we follow Butler et al. (2004) and
include proxies for relative returns to different land
uses. Based upon previous research findings and data
availabiIity, we include population density, income,
proximity of urban areas and highways, agriculture
and federal Iand ownership, and sIope variables in our
empirical model. Log and arcsin square root
transformations were used for the population density
and sIope variables, respectively, to produce linear
relationships with the dependent variable. Because the
log of zero is undefined and zero is a valid value for the
populatior-t density in an analysis unit, all tracts with
zero population densities were assigned values of the
next lowest popufation density vafue.

'

Definfng the lower limit of low quality l a n d at 5 rather than 4
ticleu not produce qualrtat~veiydtffereni recults In the regression
arialycrr

' Lands w tth a so11[Lpe defined ac urban were categorized as high

cjudIit>

1,tnd

We used a st:trtdard rntlltiple linear regres.;lon
model to qttantlfj the relationships between the forest
fragmerttatioit irllfev and the explantitot-y \ari:ibles.
The I-egi-ersiorrmotiels \$ere tveighted by the area of
each analysis ttnlt to adjust for ~ineqiialanaiysis unit
sizes. This is an artifact of using analysis cinits that
u e r e designed for- a population census and defined to
have similar nrlmbers of people i r ~each analysis unit
Regression models were run both with and without the
land qi~aliryfragmentation indices to understand the
effects of including this variable and to test the theory
in Equation ( I j. To check for collinearity, the variables
were first exarnined fro111a theoretical perspective and
all explanatory variables that appeared redundant o r
ufere highly correlated ( p > 0.65) with other \a~-iables
were removed. Two interaction terms, log(population
density) x highway distance and percentage federal
ownership x a r c s i n ( s ~ o ~ e ) " ~were
,
added to the
model to correct for unexpected signs for the highway
distance and percentage federal owrtership variables.

4. Results

The model was estimated with 555 observations for
Census tracts in western Oregon by ordinary least
squares. Fir-st, we created a regressiorl rnodel using the
composite forest fragmentation index (Table 1 ).
Second, a mociel was estirt~ated by splitting the

ccrr~~posits
inties into rts thi-ee com~7c~1~entc:
percent
no$?-furest (Table 2). perczrlt edge
31, anti
tr~terspersivn (Table 4). Each reytresentntgon of the
cfependcnt variable 1%a i e>tirn:~tedboth u ith frrlodei 1J
and uilhout (n?oilel 21 the \jartable ciepicting thc
fragn~entationof Irtnd qualtty, gr\ 111ga total of eight
regression eqtlattons presented In Tables 13.
Results for the cornposjte ~ n d e x(Table 1 ) indicate
that land quality fragmentation is a strongly significant
determinant of forest Fr-asmet~t;ltion.The coefficient is
positive and significantly dtffer-ent from zero, with a
relati\ely high partial f-'. The adjusfed r2 iinproves
from 0.87 to 0.91 upon inclirsion of this variable into
the nzodel. Of the remaining variables, population
density and percent agricilititraf land are positive
determinants of forest fragmentatio~tand significantly
different from zero i t 1 both models. The following are
negative determinants of forest fragr11entatior.r and
significantly different from zero in both models:
distance to highibay, distarlce to iirban center, anti
fog(popu1ation density) x distance to highway. The
coefficient for average trlconle 1s negattve and
significantly different from zero tn nlociel 1 bitt not
inode1 2. An F-test strongly rejects the hypolhes~sthat
the coefficient on land qi~alityfr-agmentrttion should be
restricted to be zero at any reasonable confidence
level. In terms of any potential bias from this
restriction, the coefficients ,for 1 \ 4 0 key \arirtbles
cleh~ly differ from rnodel I to model 2. The

Table I
Coefficient\ of the fore\t fr,tgment'itton ~ n d e xlinear r e g r e w o n model wrth ( n ~ o d e lI ) and uithout land quality fragnientat~on(model 2)
Model I

Varrable

intercept
L ~ g i p o p u f ~ i t t odenhrty)
n
Di\tLince to highway
Aversge Incoine
Dirtcnce to urban center
Percent d g r i ~ u l t ~ r 1,inci
dl
Perceni Feder'iJ land
Arc\inr \lope)"
tog(popul.itton di-nx~t))x c?tit,lr-i~eto h~giiu.ay
Percent fecierall) o n neti x drc\in(clop)O
Ldnd tji~alit>fr,~gm~nt,ii~on
Coirlplete itloclei ddj r-

'

Ct>efftcient

t-Value

10 752*
12 668"
-0 2 7 0 ~
-0 128*
-0018
U 3 I 8" *
-0 036
0 138
-0635*
0 143
0 353*
0 91

6 045
I4956
-2370
-2560
-1756
21 830
-0 659
0 403
-533s
0 959
13680

li= 555
*

S i g n i h z ~ n t different
t~
P<O05

d~T175\

htodel 2

incrdelc st the 5% le\el

Partral

0291
0010
0012
0006
0467
0 00l
0 000
0050
0 002
0231

7

Coefhciertt

r CJaIne

15 948^
19 045" *
-0 457*
-0 096
-0 0380 435' "
-0 018
0213
-0 98 1
0 105

7 752
22 192

0 87

-3418
- 1 623
-3 169
30 566
-0276
0 4?0
-7 1-42
0 505

PartraI r 2

0 474
0021
0005
0018
0 631
0OCXf
0 000
0 OX5
1) 00 1
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Table 2
Coefficients of the percent non-forest index u ith and ivithout land qualit] fragmentation
hlodeI I

Variable

Intercept
Log(popu1atton density)
D~stanceto h ~ g h ua)
Average income
Dtstdnce to urban center
Percent agrscultural land
Percent federal land
~rcstn(slo~)~
Log(popu1ation denstty) x distance to htghway
Percent federally orwed x a r c s ~ n ( s l o ~ e ) " ~
Percent htgh quaItty land
Adj 2

*

hlodel 2

Coefficient

t-Value

Partral

27 064*
18 573"*
0 056
-0 403*

1 1 590
16889
0 374
-6189
-2 396
30 909
0 782
-0506
-2812
-0910
8 484

0344
0000
0066
0010
0 637
OOOI
0001
00t4
0002
0 117

-0 032'
0 li5fia'*
0 056
-0 242
-0 435*
-0 177
0 226*
0 94

J'

Cmffictent

r-Value

Partiai

31 779*
23 329"
-0 094
-0351*
-0 053*
0 777" *
0 100
-0 201
-0 701*
-0 305

13 181
23197
-0600
-5 092
-3 773
46 341
1310
-0 396
-4 354
- 1 478

0496
0001
0 045
0025
0 738
0 003
0000
0034
0004

2

0 93

N = 555

"
*

Stgn~ficantlydifferent across models at the 5% level
I-' < 0 05

coefficients on log(popu1ation density) and percent
agricultural land are sigr~ificantlydifferent between
model specifications at the 5% level. Thus, the
omission of land quality fragmentation from this
model appears to have some effect on bias in the other
parameters as well as on the overall fit of the model.
Results for the non-forest index (Table 2) indicate
that the percentage of the tract in high quality land is a
positive and highly significant determinant of the
amount of non-forest Iand in the tract. However, the
change in adjusted r' is much lower between model 1
and model 2 for this index than for the composite

index. As for the composite index in Table 1, the
coefficients on log(population density) anci percent
agricultural land are significantly different between
model specifications at the 5 % level. Thus, the
omission of the share of Iand in high quality Iand
appears to affect the fit of the model and influence the
bias concernirlg coefficients to a small degree.
JVhere percent edge was measured, percentage of
low quality pal-cels measured as edge is a positive and
highly significant deternlinant of the percentage of
forest edges, at the 5% level (Table 3). In addition, the
partial r2 for this variable is much higher than the

Tabfe 3
Coefficients of the percentage edge index wlth and without land quality fragmentation
Variable

hlodrl 1
Coefficient

Intercept
Log(popu1ation density)
Distance to highway
Average income
Distance to urban center
Percent agricultural Iand
Percent federal Iand
~rcs~n(slo~)~
Logtpopulation denstty) x dtstance to hrghna!
Percent federally owned x arcszn(s1ope)"'
Percent edge low quality land
Ad1 rZ

'

;t" =
a

555
Stgn~ficantlydrfirent across modrlc at the 5 % le\el
I-' < CIS

Model 2
r-Value

Parttal

3

Coefficient

t-Value

Parttal

?

272
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Table 4
Coefficients of the ~nterspersinnindex w ~ t hanti without {and quality fragnrentation
krarraDle

Intercept
Log(popu1atron den\ttj )
Distance to hrghu/aj
Average income
D~stanceto urban center
Percent agricultural land
Percent federal land
~rcsinjslo~e)~
Logtpopulation den.;ity) x distance to hrghway
Percent federally o i ned
~ x arciln(sl~~e)~
Intersperclon for IOLL quality land
Adj. ?

hfociel 2

Ahdel 1
Coefficient

[-Value

5 618*
5) 9 B a *
-0441%
-0 040
-0018
0 152-0 038
0 308
-0 756*
0 160
0 358*
0 75

3 149
12441
-3 835
-0 795
-1784
12 122
-0681
0 828
-6 377
1 060
13 1 1 1

Partial

0221
0026
001
0006
0212
0001
0 001
0069
0 002
0240

2

Coefficient

t-Value

8 900"
13 063" *
-0 490'
-0 055
-0031*
0 184*
-0 049
0 287
-0 923*
0 202

3 397

16657
-3717
-0949
-2650
13115
-0 757
0 672
-6 831
1 167

Parttal r"

0337
0025
0002
0013
0230
0001
0001
0079
0 003

0 67

N = 555.

" Stgnificantly different across models at the 5 % level.
*

P<005

partial r2 for the other variables, indicating that land
quality fragmentation accounts for a large amount of
the .variation in forest fragrnen tation when measured
with edge parcels. The over;~ll adjusted 2 increases
from 0.76 to 0.84 upon inclusion into the model of the
variable representing percent low quality edges. This
is a ntuch larger increase than for either the composite
index or the percent non-forest index. In terrns of
omitted variable bias, once again, the coefficients on
log(popi11ationdensity) and percent agricultural Iand
are significantly different between model specifications at the 5% level, and in addition so are those for
the distance from a highway and interaction between
distance to highway and log(popu1ation density)
variables. Thus, omission of percent edge of low
quality land from this model appears to have a large
effect on the fit of the model and some effect on bias of
the other parameters.
Table 4 presents results for the interspersion index
of forest fragmentation. The interspersion index of low
quality land is a positive and highly significant
deteminaitt of the interspersion index of forest
fragmentation at the 5% ievel. In addition, the partial
r2 for this ~ariableis high relatise to the partial r2 for
the @[hervariables in the model. The ocerall adjusted
r-' increases iron1 0.67 to 0.75 upon inclilsion of the
interspet-sion index of low quality land. Coefficients
on the log(pog-tulation density) variahfe are significanti> different across specifications at the 5% l e el.
~

Thus, omission of the interspersion index of low
cluaIity land from this rnociel appears to have a large
effect on the fit of the model and a relatively small
effect on the bias of the other parameters.

5 . Discussion
Eqiiation (1) builds on Ricardo's and von Thunen's
theories of land rent to develop the theory that
landscape spatial configuration is a function of relative
land rents to different uses of land as well as the spatial
configuration of land quality. Empirical results
explaining variation in the composite forest fragrnentation index and the individual components of that
index strongly support the theory in Equation ( I ) .
Variables capturing the fragmentation of land with low
soil quality are used to proxy for the spatial
configuration of land quality and are strongly
significant in all models presented here,
If land quality fragmentation is not included as an
explanatory variable (i.e., model 2), then the
independent variables strongly resemble those from
an aggregate land use model. Most aggregate land use
n~odelsspecify the proportions of land in forestlnonforest as functions of net-returns to different land uses
(i.e., forest, agriculture, urban) and average levels of
soil quality. It could be argued that the independent
variables in model 2 represent proxies for urban

retums-fog(~~ctpt~lationdensity), distance to high)+ ay,
distance to urban center, average income;
agricuItura1 returns-percent agrici~ltural1:tnci; average soil qu31it)-arcsin(slopeio5. Thus, it is clear that
this specification fits percent non-forest (adj.
r' = 0.93) better than fragmentation indices such as
percent edge (adj r' = 0.76) and interspersion (acij.
r2 = 0.67), because the independent variables in model
2 closely resemble the independent variables found in
aggregate land use models. This is also clear because
including land quality fragmentation as an explanatory
variable increases the fit of the regressions by more
when the dependent variable represents spatial pattern
(e.g., percent edge, interspersion) rather than aggregate land use (e.g., percent non-forest).
By not inclr~dinglalid quality fragmentation as an
explanatory variable, the coefficients for two key
variables - log(population density) and percent
agricultural land - clearly differ from model I to
model 2 in three of the four cases. 111 the fourth case o f
the interspersion index, only the coefficient for the
population density variable reflects a significant
difference between rnodels. In general, omission of
land quality fragmentation as an explanatory variable
appears to have some effects on bias in terms of other
parameter esti riiates :*cross models.

6. Conclusions
We are interested in the future forest ecosystem
setting, which will reflect the substantial further
development of U.S. forests and a considerable
exchange of land between forest and agricultural
uses. Overall, more than 150 millioti acres of U.S.
forest land are projected to be involved in changes
among land uses over the next 50 years (AIig and
PIantinga, 2004). In the case of Oregon, a recent ballot
measure per-taining to property rights and amending
the State's land law could potentialiy lead to increased
conversion of forests to other uses. Given that such
land use changes will materially affect forest
ecosystems, including forest fragmentation, what
policies shotlid soclet) be considering nom ? This
study was designed to further our understanding of the
economic driker-s of forest fragmentation at the
landscape let el. using kuestern Oregon as a case
study. Imprctveil understanding of key detenninanfs

w i l l aid In ciesig~~ing
larici-use policies that protide a
inechanism for aligning pri'i ate incentives with
broader prtblic goals.
Land conser+ation policies are increasing! y addressing forest fragmentation and further oppol-tunitiesexist
i n f~~trrre
U.S. Fann Bills, othergoverlltnsntal planning,
and conservation plans by non-go\ el-nnrentalunits. Our
results indicate that accotrnting for economic drivers
that cause forest fragmentation sllould be part of the
efficient design of such Iand-use policies, including
accounting for the spatial pattern of land quality.
The influence of the spatial configuration of land
quality 011 forest fragrnentation is consistent with
economic theories and is strongly supported in this
analysis. The inclusion of a variable representing the
fragmentation of soil quality improves the fit on all
specifications and aIters the parameters on the other
variables. This suggests that mociels which attempt to
explain forest fragrnentatiori without measures of the
spatial configuration of land quality or other candidate
independent variables, will have a reduced fit and a
potential omitted variable bias, although the degree of
bias is moderate in this paper. Adrnittecily, soil quality
is only one possible component of the broader concept
of land quality, and avenues for future research coi~lci
explore $hernative measures of the spatial configuration of land quality, pa~ticularlyas pertains to urban
development.
If policy makers wish to alter fragmentation trends,
private landowner behavior and incentises are m;3or
considerations (Butler et al., 2004; Le\\ is and PIantinga,
2005). However, a complete understanding of designing
policies to reduce fragmentation requires seieral
research components. One is tfiat there is little
theoretical foundation for designing econornic incentives to achieve spatial outcomes. Research is needed to
identify the factors that will potentially affect efficiency.
Another is the application ofthe mettlodology created in
Lewis and PIantinga (2005) in a southern U.S. study to
other regions to help unciet-stand resional differences in
reducing fragmentation- Lewis and PIantinga (2tX)S)
find that the costs of reducing forest fr-agmentation\at-y
greatly with initial landscape concii tions (as intlt~enced
by land quality) and that a simple spatially unifo1-m
subsidy appears to perfwm i \ ; \ e I I relatite to more
co~nplicatedspatially targeted pctl icies.
Joint examination of ecoIogic;tl rtnd econon-iic
aspects can el-thance land consei-xl;ttron policies. For
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example, if econornie efficiency is :In importztnt
consideration in policy deliberations, then the desired
ecological measure of forest frngrnentatiorl shotrid he
explicit. In general, this sripgests the potentiti1
usefulness of a framework with linkcif ecological
and economic analysis components for the broader
case of coordinatirtg multiple policies, si~chas in the
case of the next national Farm Bill. Current multiple
policy issues include climate change, open space, and
forest fragmentation, with a view to increasing the
efficiency of incentives for inducing lnncf use changes
to help address forest fragmentation and fostering
other co-benefits of afforestatio~~.
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